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The most important concept of management which has been playing a vital role from years to years.
Leadership, teamwork these are terms which are coming in front of us from our past history, but
now these concepts are bit modernized and effective teamwork today is focused all around.

	Leadership quality is today being judged in various fields, but leadership concept would be of no use
if there are no followers to that leader. In almost every organization leaders play important role
because if leaders are not there, there will be no direction, no vision just only an organization will be
a collection of human being with no proper guide.

	There are many concepts like planning, organizing, decision taking etc. but there must be someone,
who should be able to handle these action and here the role of leader play an effective role.

	The leader is a person who understands his team, because he could be said as responsible for
allocating the task to his team member in which he or she is perfect. Effective teamwork could be
possible if there is effective leadership.

	Find one example of the birds such as Geese, they always fly in V- shape. The corner two are
acting as a leader and when they are tired the others take their place. In business strategies all
questions focus on the most important aspect that leadership and teamwork are two sides of same
coin, they go hand in hand.

		Leaders could be said as the CPU of its team because, leader has a vision of what actually he
wants to achieve, she/he is a person with clear ideas, knows the quality of his/her teammates etc.
Unity in Diversity similarly this concept is applicable in leadership and teamwork. The team
comprises of people form diversified areas, their views thoughts, ideas, all differ from person to
person. Leader need to manage all this effectively.

	

Leadership is not a one-way process or communication. Itâ€™s a two-way communication. There should
be a follower to the leaders, unless there will be no use of leadership. The leader must consider his
team members as his/her assets, who are most important in an achievement of goal.

	An effective teamwork will result in obtaining fruitful results, only when their will be an effective
team. And effective team building is in the hand of a strong leader. The team effectiveness could be
seen when the leader develop a good relation, see that the team members are having positive
competition amongst each other, rather than having rivalry. Many times conflict arises among team
members. Leaders need to play a keen role as to resolve conflict before it leads to a big war.

	Thus, Leadership and Teamwork are the most important aspect which one needs to understand to
drive towards excellence in his/her field.
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